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About me:
My name is Kees Verweij. I’m an Industrial
designer with a special interest in experience and
interaction design. I’m fascinated by the influence
that technology has on our society and the
possibilities of technology to change the way we
see the world and each other. I’m passionate about
using technology to create magical interactions
and experiences, by hiding them in unexpected
designs. I love creating experimental designs
that challange and explore new relations with
our products, surroundings and each other. I’m
a maker; by building and prototyping I make my
ideas experiential. In doing so I aim to create
engaging social experieces between people and the
build environment.
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Education
MSc. Ir. Integrated product design
TU Delft
Profile
Experience design / Interaction
design / Speculative design /
Product design
Skills
Design thinking / Concept
development / Embodiment /
User research / Prototyping /
Visualizing / Creative Coding
Tools:
Cad/cam
Solidworks (+++) / Rhino (+++)
& Grasshopper (++) / keyshot
(++)
Adobe
Indesign (+++) / Illustrator (+++)
/ Photoshop (+++) / Premiere
pro (++) / After Effects (++)
/ Dimension (+) /Muse (+) /
Experience design (+)
Coding
Arduino (+++) / Processing (++) /
HTML (++) / CSS (++) / PHP (+)
/ C#/C++ (+)
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Click to play video

Kuda displayed at Tatem art gallery in Enschede
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Kuda: the tubing project
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Kuda, the tubing project:
Experimental interactive architecture
With more than a kilometer of transparent tubes, 8 pumps, 14
magnet valves and liters of colored liquids, ‘Kuda: The Tubing
Project’ forms an enchanting interactive environment; a hypnosis
controlled by the visitor.
The installation is an investigation into ‘ubiquitous computing’ and
interactive architecture. The possibilities of interactivity with the
built environment and the role of relations between visitor and
environment, and visitors among themselves, were central to this
research.

Interaction between Kuda (Japanese for ‘tube’)
and the visitor fills the space with color and movement.
Contact between the visitor and “feelers” throughout
the installation (A.) causes colored liquids to flow
trough Kuda. Alternated by a clear liquid, unique
patterns are generated each time. These patterns twist
and curl through the elongated tubes to eventually
return to the reservoir. As the patterns left by visitors
find their way trough the installation and mingle
with those left by others, the visitors themselves are
encouraged to do the same. Kuda will constantly
change, fed by interaction; The more people interact,
the more Kuda comes to life. But if no interaction
occurs, it returns to a colorless existence..

Kuda at TU
Delft

interacting with Kuda
Kuda’s
‘feelers’
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Kuda alive
with color
Kuda: the tubing project
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Costom made
PCB’s
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developing
Kuda’s ‘feelers’

Process
Three months of learning about embodied
interaction, ubiquitous computing and various
prototyping techniques, while designing and
prototyping different concepts and interactions,
preceded the development of Kuda. Through several
iterations of prototypes and user testing Kuda took
shape. Next, an extensive 3-month design process
followed during which the full scale interactive
installation was developed.

My role
My specific focus was on the design of the
experience and interaction between the visitors and
the environment, as well as the development of the
interaction stations and their integration with the rest
of the installation.

Everything was developed in house by a multidisciplinary team of students. From the custom build
structure and and exterior, to the technical development
of the pump system, electronics, custom build PCBs
and embedded software.

Kuda has been on display at at the Industrial Design
faculty and the Science Center in Delft and Tetum art
gallery in Enschede. For this event we experimented with
how we could create new experiences in in the dark, by
using glowing liquids in the installation.
Kuda: the tubing project
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To create Kuda, we used: 18 solenoid valves, 9 pumps delivering 4.1 Bar pressure, 50 meter of sewage
pipe, in 7 rings and 160m2 PVC coated fabric, to cover them.
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Furthermore, we used 7800 tie-wraps to make nets of 1200 meter of clear tubing and used 50 clear
connectors to connect them all together.
Kuda: the tubing project
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By connecting people TouchSpace creates a social, musical environment.
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TouchSpace: Interactive musical furniture
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Touchspace:
Interactive musical furniture
What would you do with five pieces of random shaped, unconformtable chairs?
During a two week design sprint TouchSpace was created; a 5 piece furniture set that
can be used to create and control ambient musical soundscapes.

TouchSpace is an installation that challenges our relation to the build
environment, by its interactive relation with the users. It is not only an
‘object’, but also provides a spatial qualification by its user-changeable
soundscapes. It explores how more responsive environments can help
facilitate connections between people in public spaces, by demonstrating
how interactive objects, with embedded technology and their own
behaviour can lead to the formation of social environments.
Each chair has a different musical behaviour and together they create an
ever changing soundscape. Two elements produce ambient sounds, the
other two percussion and sound effects. By tumbling the blocks a mode
gets changed; chord, bpm, noise or effects. The black pads on the blocks
can be connected by simultaneous touch to start melodies, rhythm or
soundscapes.
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The development of TouchSpace was divided in four teams; A behaviour
design team, focussing on the overall behaviour of the installation. A sound
engineering team, focussing on the development of all musical components
and samples of the soundscape. An interface design team, focussing on
materialisation and fabrication. And a technical engineering team, which I
was part of, focussing on electronics and code.
We had the honor of presenting and showcasing our work during TEDx Delft.
TouchSpace: Interactive musical furniture
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Click to play video

BlockMe is a a set of interactive building blocks that allow for rebellious play.
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BlockMe: Design for rebellious play
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BlockMe:
Designing for rebellious play

BlockMe’s play scheme
shows how play should
lead to rebellious play
behavior

For my master thesis project I explored novel techniques and approaches to toy design.
To do so, I used the concept of rebellious play (outlined in ‘Rebel by design’ , Gielen &
Van Leeuwen, 2013) as a starting point for design. BlockMe was designed as a research
object into the merits of rebellious play. It offers possibilities for physically and socially
active play and derives its play value from balancing rebellion and conformism, rulemaking and rule-breaking.

The prototype toy that resulted from this vision
consists of a set of building blocks, two of which are
made interactive. These blocks function as sort of like
time-bombs. They are woken up by loud sounds, after
which they get progressively more agitated over time.
This process is sped up when more loud sounds were
detected. When these blocks ‘explode’, they start to
shake vigorously, causing the construction to collapse.
Before this happens, though, the blocks can also be
calmed and subdued by gently stroking them. By doing
so, the construction can be saved. Once the blocks
are agitated, the players are confronted with a sudden
choice: make more noise and watch the structure fall
apart, or soothe the blocks and build even higher.
scenes showing Intended play
with BlockMe
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developing and evaluating various prototypes troughout the project

The concept of BlockMe was inspired by the
observation that the playful destruction of what was
built can be considered as much part of the play as
construction itself. BlockMe was conceived to play
with this contradiction of building and destroying
during play; with that feeling of excitement that
a possible destructive force brings to the building
activity, but also the pleasantly unruly feeling of
pushing the boundaries, by doing something that
is - strictly speaking - not normally allowed, and the
uncertainty of seeing how others will react. BlockMe
aims to create an environment that allows for acts of
playful rebelliousness to happen, where children feel
free to act at their own discretion in the face of others.
A setting where they can explore alternative behaviors,
and the consequences that might derive from that, in a
playful way.
BlockMe was developed with a hands-on approach
to interaction design, using a highly iterative design
process that allows for concepts to grow by making
experiential prototypes and using them for extensive
user evaluation throughout the process. The final
resulting prototype was used to perform a concluding
scientific study to determine if playing with BlockMe
in practice would actually lead to more rebellious
behavior in children playing with it.
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Using the final prototype for a study into rebellious play behavior in practice
One of the timelines made during video analysis of play behavior with BlockMe
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BlockMe: Design for rebellious play
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Discover is a connected workout tracker integrated in the existing Disq product
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Disqover: Design & embodiment of an integrated workout tracker
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Disqover:
Design & embodiment of an integrated workout tracker
The DISQ is a wearable fitness device, produced by a dutch company with the
same name, that works like a retractable ski pass holder with a variable resistance.
Conventional fitness trackers can’t give insight in the user performance, because they
can’t track the devices exact settings and actions. We were asked to find a way to
monitor and communicate user performance on this piece of fitness equipment.

Understanding
As a starting point we aimed to understand how
we could measure different data from a technical and
practical standpoint, as well what insights are of value
to the user and how to communicate this in an intuitive
way. To get into the minds of the users, we asked 6
fitness enthusiasts to keep a journal and describe their
training motivations, rewards, routines, and goals. We
also followed some DISQ group sessions ourselves.
Next to this user research we analyzed the mechanical
functionality and asked questions like “What can we
measure?”, “Where can we measure it?” and “What
could be meaningful?”.
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Ideation
We explored different concepts. The main
variable at first was the location to measure the data
we wanted. Later we explored how to communicate
what we were measuring to the users. We envisioned
an integrated solution that could read unique data:
Power - the holy grail of fitness tracking!
Disqover: Design & embodiment of an integrated workout tracker
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Prototyping
For our proof of concept we had to build a
custom made axial load-cell sensor. We consulted an
expert that could help us out, used FEM analysis for
the simulations and finally successfully tested and
calibrated the sensor. This sensor was then hooked up
to a custom designed PCB.
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Detailing
Some versions with different aesthetics were
made to test the effects. The assembly method was
crucial when designing the final embodiment; The
final product could not change the main casing of the
current product since the molds are already made. We
tried to make it in such a way that the new functionality
could ‘after market’ be assembled on the existing
products. We ended up with a fully functioning
prototype of our final design proposal. Furthermore we
designed an accompanying smartphone app in order to
communicate the data from the disk to the user in a
meaningful way.
Apart from being involved with the overal design process
my main responsibility was designing and prototyping the
custom embedded electronics, sensors and software.
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Disqover: Design & embodiment of an integrated workout tracker
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CENTRAL
SYSTEM

CTOUCH central connects all your devices to CTOUCH screens in a valuable manner
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CTOUCH central: Improving mixed media meeting experiences
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CTOUCH Central:
Improving mixed media meeting experiences
Throughout this project we explored different opportunities for CTOUCH, a
company focused on large interactive touch-screens for business and education
markets. By combining different value propositions co-created with the company
and its users, we created CTOUCH Connect, a product-service system with tools to
make meetings and presentations much more interactive using CTOUCH products.
Improving the user experience improves also decision-making and idea generation,
thus creating more value for its customers.

Concepting
In Co-creation sessions with the client several search fields were
further explored. We found that there was a general problem of facilitating
dynamic presentations, even with the technology CTOUCH provides.
This lead to a concept called the CTOUCH central device’; a device that
connects mobile devices wirelessly to a CTOUCH screen, with the added
functionality of sharing and managing content in meetings.

Exploring
To explore new opportunities for CTOUCH an internal analysis and
brainstorm sessions were done. Furthermore an external analysis was
conducted, looking at current trends in the market and competition in the
industry. We also investigated the context by visiting and talking users, as
well as experts in the business, education en technology. All these insights
were condensed into search areas that represent interesting business and
innovation opportunities for CTOUCH.
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CTOUCH central: Improving mixed media meeting experiences
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COMPANY
NETWORK
MOBILE DEVICES
ctouch Connect Meeting Web App

CENTRAL
SYSTEM

CTOUCH

ctouch Connect Meeting Screen App

1. Connect on local network

Testing
An iterative approach of prototyping and user testing was used to
optimize the service, functionality and user experience of the CTOUCH
central device and app suite (called ‘CTOUCH connect’).
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2. Share and manage content through the device

3. Display and interact with content on the screen

Detailing
We created a complete service blueprint for the
CTOUCH central and designed the user interfaces
as well as the hardware, considering both brand
identity and usability. Experimental prototypes of the
applications were made and mockups of the device
itself. We also developed a marketing strategy, business
model and future roadmap.
During this project I was mainly responsible for holistic
concept development as well as designing and prototyping
the user interface and device.
CTOUCH central: Improving mixed media meeting experiences
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